Many different divisible designs are already known. Some of them possess remarkable automorphism groups, so called dual translation groups. The existence of such an automorphism group enables us to characterize its associated divisible design as being isomorphic to a substructure of a finite affine space.
Introduction
Divisible designs (DDs) have been studied and constructed by many mathematicians. Since a variety of different DDs have been found, it is interesting to classify or characterize them.
In the present paper, we will deal with some DDs which have a remarkable automorphism group, called dual translation group, which provides a special characterization. DDs gained e.g. by a well known construction of A.G. Spera which is used in [13] , or by a construction, called construction (A), given in [6] , or by a generalization of both presented in [2] , admit elementary abelian dual translation groups. As the main result, Theorem 3.1 shows that a DD which possesses such an automorphism group can be characterized as being isomorphic to a substructure of a finite affine space.
Definitions and Examples
Let a finite set P whose elements are called points be given. We denote a given equivalence relation on this point set by R and call the induced equivalence classes point classes. We define S := {[x]|x ∈ P} as the set of all point classes with [x] denoting the equivalence class containing the point x ∈ P. A non-empty subset B of P is called R-transversal if we have |C ∩ B| ≤ 1 for each point class C ∈ S. Now, we recall the definition of a DD as follows.
Definition 2.1 (t-divisible design, t-DD, or simply DD) Let t, s, k, λ t be positive integers with t ≤ k < v := |P| and t ≤ v s .
(1) B is a set of R-transversal subsets of P with |B| = k for all B ∈ B;
(3) for every R-transversal t-subset Y of P, there exist exactly λ t elements of B containing Y .
The elements of B are called blocks.
Sometimes it is possible to deduce properties of a DD from its automorphism group (see e.g. translation DDs in [11] , [12] ). In this paper, we investigate DDs that admit a dual translation group which can be introduced in the following way.
there exists a number l such that every point class is the union of orbits under T of length l,
T is called planar, if, in addition, (4) T = T P · T Q and T P ∩ T Q = 1 for suitable P, Q ∈ P with P, Q from different orbits.
(5) For every τ ∈ T there exists a P ∈ P with τ (P ) = P .
As already mentioned, many different constructions of DDs can be found in the literature. We recall three of them, all of which give examples of DDs with a dual translation group.
(a) A method to construct t-DDs uses a finite affine space and its translation group [13] . This method of Schulz and Spera, or slightly varied forms, are used e.g. in [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [9] , [14] , [16] . In each of these constructions, a suitable subset P of affine hyperplanes is considered a point set and the point classes are induced by the parallelism relation given in the affine space. After choosing a suitable transversal subset of P, called base block, the block set B is determined to be the orbit of the base block under a permutation group which contains the translation group and operates t-transitively on the set of all transversal t-tuples consisting of elements of P. By a proposition of A.G. Spera, this gives a t-DD [15] . 
.5).
They also use the properties of a group acting on a suitable finite set of points. The special situation of a t-DD arising from point sets in a finite projective or affine space is presented. In ( [2] , Th. 3.1), they show sufficient properties of the elements of the starter design to get a series of lifted t-DDs by using a group G which is elementary abelian and yields an elementary abelian dual translation group of the lifted t-DD (cp. [2] , 3.12).
Characterizing some t-DDs
It is not very surprising that the t-DDs discussed in the previous part admit dual translation groups, since all of them arise in some manner from finite affine spaces. More interesting is, vice versa, the following. (a) Then D is isomorphic to a divisible designD whose points are (some) affine subspaces of the same dimension of an affine space A and whose point classes are unions of full parallel classes; and T is induced by the translation group of A.
(b) If, in addition, T is planar then A can be considered as a translation plane, the points ofD as the lines of A, the point classes as unions of full parallel classes of A and T as the full translation group of A.
Proof: Ad (a): From the group T , we are going to construct a geometryD consisting of affine subspaces of an affine space A; then, we show that this geometry is isomorphic to D, and T is induced by the translation group of A. Finally, we shall deduce some properties ofD. Let D = (P, B, S) be a (non-trivial) finite DD admitting a dual translation group T induced by an elementary abelian groupT . As homomorphic image ofT , the group T is elementary abelian, too. Choose a point P O from each orbit of P and letÔ be the set of these chosen points. Now, we definê
It is well known that an elementary abelian group T of exponent p can be interpreted as a vector space over the field GF(p). So, the elements ofĜ are affine subspaces of a finite affine space A. By definition ofÔ, for every P ∈ P there exists a τ 1 ∈ T and a P O ∈Ô such that τ 1 (P O ) = P . Define P = τ 1 (P O ) := τ 1 T P O ; then P ∈Ĝ. The mapping ρ : P →Ĝ with P → P is well defined and surjective. If
Hence, ρ is a bijection. For τ 1 ∈ T , defineτ 1 byτ 1 (τ ) := τ 1 τ . It is well known thatτ 1 is a translation of A andT = {τ | τ ∈ T } can be seen as the (full) translation group of A. The elements ofĜ are permuted among themselves and the orbits underT are full parallel classes.
The mapping ρ is compatible with the actions of T on P and ofT on G since ρτ (P ) = τ (P ) = τ τ 1 (P O ) = τ τ 1 T P O =τ ρ(P ) for all P ∈ P. The bijection ρ thus gives rise to an isomorphism of group actions and maps blocks onto corresponding subsets. So, similar to the situation of [1] and [17] , our geometry can be reconstructed from its automorphism group. In particular, it follows thatT operates faithfully onĜ.
We want to show that all elements ofĜ have the same dimension. Let P O ∈Ô. By |T | = |T P O | · |P T O |, and the assumption about the length of the orbit, we have
Ad (b): Now, let T be planar; by part (a) D, is isomorphic to a DDD whose points are affine subspaces of the same dimension and whose point classes are unions of full parallel classes of a finite affine space A, and T can be considered as the translation group of A.
By condition (4), the intersection of two elements of {T P O | P O ∈Ô} is always equal to 1, an element which can be considered as the origin; by condition (5), every τ ∈ T fixes an element P = τ 1 (P O ) ∈ P (with P O ∈Ô and τ 1 ∈ T suitable), and by τ 1 (P O ) = P = τ (P ) = τ τ 1 (P O ) = τ 1 τ (P O ) this also holds for P O . This gives τ ∈ T P O . Thus, the set {T P O | P O ∈Ô} is a non-trivial partition of T and, with condition (4), a spread of T .
By J. André [1] (see also [10] , Th. 1.4) T can be considered a translation plane A,Ĝ the set of lines of A through the origin, point classes the unions of parallel classes and T the full translation group of A. 2
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